Advantech™ Professional Applicator Gun Maintenance/Use
*Prior to use and maintenance of the applicator gun, please read and follow all safety
measures. This includes eye protection and gloves.
1. Prior to attaching Advantech Sub-Floor Adhesive, make sure the control knob is in
closed position (turn knob completely to right “clockwise”)
2. Attach can of adhesive after shaking per instructions. Can will attach by screwing
onto basket in clockwise direction. Check applicator for any leaks prior to opening
control valve
3. Open control valve to desired position. Turning counter clockwise will open the valve.
Opening the control knob will determine the amount of adhesive that will dispense
from the gun when the trigger is engaged
4. The adhesive can does not need to be completely used once attached. Product can
remain on gun until empty or 30 days
5. If product is not completely used when project is completed. Follow directions
below…
a. Close control knob
b. Clean barrel tip with clean rag
c. Store in upright position and protect can from direct sunlight
6. When returning to applicator/adhesive, shake can prior to use and then follow from
step 3
7. After can is completely dispensed, you can change cans by following directions
below…
a. Hold applicator tip over trash can/bag and engage trigger
b. While trigger is open, turn adhesive can counter clockwise until removed
c. Clean basket with Advantech Gun Foam Cleaner
d. Close control knob and immediately attach new can of adhesive
8. If can is empty and user no longer needs adhesive, follow the critical directions
below…
a. Hold applicator tip over trash can/bag and engage trigger
b. While trigger is open, turn adhesive can counter clockwise until can is
removed
c. Clean basket with Advantech Gun Foam Cleaner
d. Attach can of gun foam cleaner to basket
e. Point tip into trash can and pull trigger several times to remove adhesive from
internal barrel
f. Continue to hold over trash can, pull trigger and remove cleaner
g. After cleaner is removed, pull trigger again to remove excess cleaner from
applicator
h. Store applicator for future use
i. NOTE – Cleaner will not be effective once adhesive has cured
9. It is recommended to repeat step 8 after 6 cans of adhesive are used consecutively
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*Repeat the cleaning process for every

6 cans

of adhesive as specified in step 9.

Please visit zipsystem.com or contact our technical department at 800-933-9220 Ext 2716 or at
techquestions@huber.com with any questions or comments.
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